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INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH DAY ABSTRACT RUBRIC: HUMANITIES PRESENTATIONS
NOTE: No prospective abstracts will be accepted! Abstracts MUST reflect completed research.

Author(s)/affiliations: _________________________________________________________________
First author & presenting author MUST be a Bennett College student or students.

Faculty Mentor: ____________________
Type of presentation: ____Poster

____Oral presentation

Discipline(s): ____________________
History, English, Philosophy, Religion, Music, Foreign Language, Art, Theatre, Women’s Studies
If research is interdisciplinary, you may list two or more disciplines.
See information on discipline-specific style requirements on next page.

Author information/Formatting/Discipline-specific style requirements
Requirement
Author(s) names include first & middle initial(s)
followed by last name; presenting author(s)
identified; authors(s) respective affiliations
indicated.
Body of abstract is 300 words or less.

Yes/No

Requirement
Title follows applicable discipline-specific style
requirements.

Yes/No

Citations used as needed, following disciplinespecific style requirements.

Required content
Yes/No
Title is concise & clearly indicates contents of
presentation.
Briefly describes methodology/ approach to
research project.
Briefly discusses findings, indicating whether or
not they support the thesis, answer the research
question, or address the problem to be solved.
Addresses at least one of the following: major
conclusions, applications, &/or implications for
future research.

Yes/No
Clearly presents student’s original thesis.
Contextualizes student’s research and explains
what it adds to the relevant field.
The reader can identify & understand the most
important features/ findings of the research.

Reviewers: Circle response that best describes the organization of the abstract.
0
Nearly impossible to follow—information was disorganized with little or no evidence of logical progression.
1
Difficult to follow—information was disorganized &/or logic flawed so that understanding was seriously impaired.
2
Parts were difficult to follow—information disorganized &/or logic flawed so that understanding was somewhat impaired.
3
Mostly well-organized & easy to follow, with a fairly logical progression of ideas.
4
Almost entirely well-organized & easy to follow, with a clear & logical progression of ideas that enhanced understanding.
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Discipline

Sources for discipline-specific style requirements
(Faculty mentors, please assist student authors!)
Chicago or Turabian
MLA or Chicago

History
English
Religion
Philosophy
Music
Theatre
Art
Foreign Language
Women’s Studies

MLA
MLA
Turabian
MLA
MLA
MLA
Any, but once a method is chosen, be correct and
consistent in its usage

Reviewers’ recommendation:
____Accept as submitted
____Accept pending minor revisions due by ________
____Accept pending substantial revisions, due by ________
____Re-submit as a Sciences abstract
____Do not accept

Notes/Suggestions for revision/resubmission

